SB Justifies Social Policies

by Caroleen Hughes

Recently, Social Board has come under attack for some of their policies and has been accused of imposing too many restrictions on student social life at Conn. Karl Bookler, former Coordinator of Student Activities, and Sonia Caus, Social Board Chairman, feel the uproar is unwarranted, but that the issue should be squarely faced.

"The policies are there to safeguard the rights of all students who live in the dorm, not just the party-ers. We've always had to draft some type of policy," explains Beeler.

The exclusivity policy, which states that there can be no private parties during the time of an all-campus event, is not a new one.

"It began in 1960-61 with Ken Abrams and continued last year under Dave Gleason," notes Beeler. "An audit of Student Organization Fund records demonstrates that the class or dorm sponsoring the event will lose more money than they can afford to if other parties are going on at the same time.

Hall and floor parties were banned because of state liquor laws and the disturbances they caused last year.

"Hall parties were out of hand last year. It was clearly unfair to those people living in the dorms," Beeler said.

He added that there is no way to regulate who is serving alcohol to minors at such parties.

Large private parties can be held in dorm living rooms, dorm recreation rooms, or ConnCave, as long as there is not an all-campus party at the same time. The dorm houseowner must obey the use of the living rooms or recreation rooms. Since there is only one all-campus event per week this semester, there are only four hours a week that a student cannot hold a private party.

"It may be true that such a policy is restrictive or needs to be reviewed. Several students have suggested that a committee of students and administrators draft a reasonable and enforceable policy to be presented in a student referendum. In my opinion, this policy should be clearly stated in the Connecticut College Handbook and enforced, within reason, at the Houselevel".

A committee is in the works that will examine present policies. Caus has proposed that this committee include herself; Herb Holtz, President of SGA; Joe Cooper, President of Judiciary Board; Marg Watson, Dean of Student Affairs; Marijane Geiger, Director of Residence; and Alice Johnson, Dean of the College.

Suggestions and constructive criticism should be directed to any of these committee members.

SGA Investigates Conn's Meal Plan

by Caroleen Hughes

On Wednesday, Feb. 2, Doug Evans '85 presented to SGA the results of a study he had done on the meal program and the quality of food at Conn in comparison with 24 similar colleges. Thirty Lee was on campus support," according to Evans among SGA members for the programs of a crypto party to further investigate the meal service and selection at the college.

The committee will consist of five students from the student body at large, including Evans and four students from SGA, all volunteered by Caroleen Holtz, president of SGA.

Evans was prompted to do his study because he felt there was "universal dissatisfaction" with the meal program here. "I wanted to see if these criticisms were justified," he explained. He selected 26 institutions, primarily coeducational, liberal arts colleges and universities in the northeast for his investigation. His objective was to "probe aspects of their programs to see if they had programs or offerings that are ambiguous," and did not add up to what is unique to Connecticut College.

"There is something basically wrong here (at Conn) in claiming students should at least have a choice ofwhat to eat," he would like to see a "complete overhaul" of the food service program to make more programs and better received by the students.

Marijane Geiger, Director of Residence, thought Doug's questioning program campaign "more ambiguous," and did not address a lot of the problems that are unique to Connecticut College.

"I have nothing against students trying to improve the food service here. But the major problem that Doug digged up is "the food that we have 10 dining halls and allow our students to transfer to other eating halls, while none of the schools in Doug's survey permitted this," explained Geiger. She added that, at Conn, students can eat more than once at the same meal and that the school can serve many specific services to students. Some of

Hopes High For Athletic Center

by Susan Budd

When Director of Athletics Charles Luce was inaugurated in 1978 he spent his time comparing the athletic facilities at Connecticut College with that at Connecticut College. The differences, he discovered, were enormous.

Conn was found to be most deficient in the area of recreational space, every competitor college had two or three times more. In response, Luce proposed the development of an athletic complex. It's been three years since his recommen
dation, and it looks like Connecticut College is finally going to have new and expanded athletic facilities.

The four-million-dollar athletic complex is going to be built opposite Dayton Ice Arena and will be very similar architecturally. The current plan, which has been reduced substantially from the original because of finances, calls for a large open area and the size of three basketball courts side-by-side. Nets will be drawn to divide these gymms, which also will be lined for volleyball, tennis and badminton. A jogging track will be drawn along the edges. The building will also house six squash courts, extensive locker room space, a skating rink, roof gardens, a classroom and athletic offices.

However, a ground-breaking date is still indefinite; an initial two million dollars is necessary before any building can begin. The Board of Trustees must decide on the allocation of funds, and no one seems to be sure when that decision will be made. In the meantime, a site has been chosen and plans have been drawn up.

Crozier-Williams will become more of a student center, though the swimming pool, weight room and gymnastics program will remain. One gym in Cro will always be open for recreational use, as will one, and often two, in the athletic complex.

Luce stressed the fact that the new facilities have been designed with the special concern for intramural, recreational and club sports. He explained, "I want a program for every person in the whole school — from the casual recreator to the competitive athlete."
by Christopher Boyd

A repeat of last year's record high number of applicants has left the admissions office with over 3,000 students who wish to compete for the estimated 446 seats in the class of 1987.

Jeanette B. Hersey, Dean of Admissions, said the reasons for this are not yet clear. She said, however, that there are a number of possibilities.

"I think greater visibility has helped," she said. "The reports that have been going out have all been very positive."

But, not everything has been so positive. According to Hersey, there has been a gradual decrease in the number of minority applications over the past five years. "Most liberal arts colleges have been experiencing this," she said. UMOJA, a black student recruitment office, said that minority students are less interested in becoming elementary or secondary school teachers than any other class in recent years.

"This popularity of careers in business, engineering, and computer programming suggests a move away from the educational emphasis and towards an emphasis on career and finance."

Instead, the report says, students have become increasingly interested in business, engineering, and computer science, suggesting a move away from the educational emphasis and towards an emphasis on career and finance.

"The popularity of careers in business, engineering, and computer programming reached all-time highs in the 1982 survey," the report says.
**Professors Discuss Mid-east**

by Michael Schneuwly

Peace in the Middle East has come to be one of the more important world issues. The newspapers inform us of the replacement of the Israeli Defense Minister, a meeting in Algiers to determine the future of the FLO, and the plight of Lebanon to establish itself as some kind of a self-governing, working nation.

As part of Israeli Awareness Week on campus three professors from Conn - Jerry Winter, Professor of Sociology; Jim the necessity - Professor of Anthology; and Stephen Rosow, Assistant Professor of Anthology - discussed their views of this very controversial situation which has come to affect individuals in nearly the first of the world. The event was held on January 15 in the Haines Room of the library and was sponsored jointly by Chavurah and the Connecticut College U.A. Campaign.

Professor Winter is not very optimistic in terms of a Middle East Peace, because he feels "there is no incentive by any country in the region to make the kind of moves that Begin and Sadat did during the Camp David negotiations.

Winter thinks, for example, that the United States can pressure Israel to a point but that the present government in the hands of the Reagan Administration cannot bring the same pressure to force concessions. Israel has problems with a bi-partisan and strong stand between Jew and Arab within its borders, Winter notes, but he does not feel that it "would be a smart move to turn over the occupied territories (the West Bank, Gaza Strip, and Jordan) to the PLO." The Associate Professor has deep ties to Israel, having spent a total of two years there on four separate trips involving work on his Ph.D in anthropology.

"My perspective," he says, "is one that sees Jews who have come to Israel for 100 years as wanting to make a separate Jewish state where Jews were in control. This is where the text of a Socialist Zionist state ended. The Jews have created a state where they use their education to make the Arabs second-class citizens. World War Two and the Holocaust also influenced the Jews, giving them the feeling that the whole world was out to destroy the Jews, I think it is hard for the Israelis to change these forms."

Juli also does not think that it is in the economic interests of the Israelis to have peace. Even though, he points out, there are more Sephardic people (individuals who have come from Spain, North Africa, Yemen, Iran and Iraq) than Ashkanazic (individuals who have come from the country a very aggressive economic and social personality.

There is a tremendous drive in Israel to be as materially developed as the Western nations," Juli says. "As long as they can achieve this situation in a very hyped-up kind of environment where an over-statement of the security needs and risks that the country faces can be expressed in constant threat scenarios." "Peace in the Middle East is probably more possible now than it has been in many years," says Professor Rosow. "But if peace comes, it must come soon if Israel is to continue to survive as a nation. The important fact is that Israel is no longer threatened by its neighbors. The conflict between Iran and Iraq worries the Arab countries more than the problem of the existence of Israel."

"In my opinion," says Rosow, "so long as the Begin government is in power, there is little chance for negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians. I think they will begin in the near future. The preferred situation of the Begin government is to force the Palestinians to negotiate. I do not think that Israel must negotiate in one way or another with the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) because the nationalism of the Palestinians is too strong. I think that to establish a separate Palestinian state would definitely have to be under Palestinian or Israeli control."

The war in Lebanon, according to Rosow, shows the failures of the Begin government - the state can survive very long without internal cohesion and stability. The Democratic values of the country are being challenged by the Begin government that is right wing, expansionist, and racist toward the Arabs. The social fabric of the West Bank is being torn apart.

"I do not think Israel will ever annex the West Bank or the Gaza Strip." "Annexation would make the population of Israel even more overly non-Jewish than it already is, and I do not think there will ever be enough Israelis who will want to populate the West Bank to make it a state. The question, I think, is how to live with the Palestinians. The Begin government at least recognizes their existence, which is a start. All parties must recognize the rights of the other and then the differences will have to make concessions to each other to gain peace."

---

**Tips From The Writing Center**

**There is much about**

writing that cannot be dealt with in brief advice in a written column. This includes finding and developing a sound thesis, structuring a clear and cogent argument, and above all, being sure that solid thinking is the foundation for your work. But it is possible to give helpful hints about some aspects of writing, and this regular column from the Writing Center will provide such information. We welcome questions and requests for specific topics. These can be addressed to The Writing Center, Box 1313 for answers to individual questions and for suggestions about how to make your writing the best it can be. It is open to the Writing Center in 206 Thames.

---

**Babson College**

**Liberarts and**

**Professional Program Students**

---

**Let Babson help you**

**make the TRANSITION**

between college and the work world

**TRANSITION. Babson's Summer Management Program, can help you...**

...Become acquainted with the work of management in a six-week residential program designed for nonbusiness majors...

...Acquire business skills and familiarity with basic business concepts and terminology...

...Increase your attractiveness to employers by means of a broadened base of practical experience...

**Beginning June 6, 1983, the program will feature case studies, lectures, and experiential group work integrated with field trips, sessions with business executives, and participation in the management game.**

Set on a 450-acre wooded campus in Wellesley, Massachusetts, Babson is an independent, nonsectarian, coeducational college of management. The college is accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business and the New England Association of Schools and Colleges.

Limited enrollment. Call or write:

**TRANSITION**

Arthur A. Bayer, Dean
Undergraduate Program
Babson College
Babson Park (Wellesley), MA 02157
(617) 235-1200, Extension 321

---

**Take Out Orders**

**Complete Menu**

452 Williams St. 447-0400
Kitchen Open Daily 'til 1:00 a.m.

---

**HAPPY HOURS**

**10-5 Mon.-Fri.**

**9-15 Thurs.**

---

**Grinders**

**Pitchers**

**Pizzas**
To the Editor:

I believe I have presented arguments in the April 25th issue of The Voice which have yet to be answered.

Ms. Bohan raised many issues about the honor code. It seems apparent from the Honor Code Lies Within Us article that the student body has no voice at all about the rules and regulations. The honor code is a system which our college has set up through various rules of college life, whether they be deemed academic or social. The honor code is not a set of commandments which we should not touch into the library, thou shalt not have a hotpocket in thine room, thou shalt not do that, etc. These rules would still be present and would still be enforced as part of the honor code. Mr. DeMoranville seems to believe that if the honor code were abolished it would be all right to bring soda into the library. He's right; a fragmented, disinterested student body is not what the school's policy makers, administrators, and trustees want.

Recently, I've become more aware of active student participation at other colleges. Last weekend, I visited a friend at Marlboro College. A small school of 200 students in Vermont. These students are on their way to forming a student union. The main purpose of the union is to get the students together in one place at one time to discuss whatever they feel is necessary. Indeed, it's easier to get 200 people together and talking than 1600, but 200 out of 1600 is still quite a show. Could something similar to student union at Marlboro work at Conn? We already have SCA, an organization designed to represent the personal interests of students. Although not everyone can be a member of SCA, anyone can attend their meetings and make a change. After all, Connecticut College is here for us and we should be able to express what we want and to be heard by the school's policy makers, administrators, and trustees.

I hope that someone does turn on the light and allow drinking soda in the library. It would provide the Board with much-needed comic relief.

There are many problems with our honor system. Perhaps it is time realistic to expect students to take responsibility for their actions. I do not have a ready answer to this question. But I do believe that we must realize that there are many good reasons for having an honor code. Before we talk of getting rid of it, we should seriously examine the consequences of the alternative. I do believe that we must realize that we are a group of 1600 students and in-

Alan Sternstein
Class of '83
Rep. to J. Board

Who's Making The Rules?

It seems apparent from the uproar, both in editorials and talk among the students, that the student body is not happy with many of the rules and regulations created by Social Board, Connecticut College, and the representative system in all student body affairs. Yet, it seems apparent that the student body is not being accurately represented in Social Board. Are the student body, the most misrepresented by their Social Chairpeople, or are the Chairpeople not being con-

storage, but it is certainly worth investigating. I do know my peers and I like variety. All-campus parties can be en-

colorful but not on any single Saturday night. We like options regardless of the social activities the school plans. It sounds silly to be told we can have more than ten people in a room or have a party if one was passed by the Dean, a dorm, or campus organization. Actually, it sounds more like George W. 's “Gil Brother” than rules to protect student organizations. We have gotten out of hand. There is nothing wrong with having more than one on-campus option. An all-campus event should be successful, regard-

less of private parties. After all, we are a group of 1600 students, we have our likes or wants the same activities, but with Social Board acting with the desire for variety are not being allowed to choose. It is time to start cheering, rather than have faculty and police themselves, which have been brought to bear. J-Board operates in this way to bring soda into the library. It would provide the Board with much-needed comic relief.

There are many problems with our honor system. Perhaps it is time realistic to expect students to take responsibility for their actions. I do not have a ready answer to this question. But I do believe that we must realize that there are many good reasons for having an honor code. Before we talk of getting rid of it, we should seriously examine the consequences of the alternative. I do believe that we must realize that we are a group of 1600 students and in-
Bald Is Beautiful

by Ti Jean

When I heard that California Senator Alan Cranston had gotten the jump on his colleagues by announcing his intention to run for the Presidency, I was struck by a pervasive feeling of anxiety, the source of which I was unable to pinpoint. The feeling could not have resulted from my excitement over the onset of yet another campaign: each candidate with his lofty ambitions, kickoffs, fundraisers; the scramble for publicity, clashing crowds, media speculation, and attention being focused elsewhere, possibly in the polls, dwindling funds, finally a hollow withdrawal, from the race.

No, the source of my anxiety, I reasoned, lay with Mr. Cranston himself. Pulling out the newspaper, I looked at the picture that went with the article to explain what it was about him that had me riveted. He was smiling. Granny! I merely smiled. How could perchance-whites seemed to tug at the lobes of his elephant ears. This didn't look right.

The story said he was 68 years old, which didn't strike me as being out of the ordinary, given that Mr. Cranston is younger than our current President, who looks as sharp as a razor. The report said, would stress arms control as the most important campaign issue. Like any well insulated college student, I applauded the effort. And his campaign performance remains to be seen, but I had heretofore been convinced that Mr. Cranston is a reptile in the age of wooly mammals.

When you think about it, we haven't had a bald Presidential challenger since Mr. McGeorge's ill-fated attempt in 1972, 11 years ago. Mr. Ford, also of considerable baldness, doesn't count because he was plucked from the Senate by Mr. Nixon to thereafter become the first bald president never to experience the rigors of campaigns. In the interim, the public has been inundated with meticulously groomed challengers. Every four years Americans run out-takes from the 1948 B movie Bedford film, 'The Candidate,' in which a young, handsome, politically naive man, who as challenger defeats the in-cumbent only to then beseech his campaign manager with the beseech his campaign manager with the 1980 campaigns of such bumbling candidates as Philip Crane, Howard Baker, George Bush and Edward Keating. This then dried up the film. Indeed, in the hands of the Hollywood technicians, Americans see the qualities of hair as a more successful brother; a perverse longing for that first coiffure so instrumental in burying Presidential hairlessness.

Chances are, however, that Mr. Cranston will not have to crusade for baldness alone, for it looks as though Sen. John Glenn, whose hair was baldly לידtling while on orbit, may be joining the challenger camp. Let us hope that the current political campaigns of these two baren individuals might act to reverse the flood of thickly thatched challengers. One can already envision hordes of short office-seekers coming out of the woodwork to pursue the Presidential dreams.

What this country needs is a bald President - one approaching the age of one of the venerable giant of baldness, Mr. Eisenhower. Power has been the province of the bald. Mr. Cranston, ever the coiffed for too long. Is it not enough that we are mentally living in post-World War II America, that he must look the part, too.
Music By Timex

by Garry Bliss

While at the poetry reading for "The Gallery" (Feb. 10), I experienced an extreme example of an increasing phenomenon, singing watches. The most common variety is that which beeps every hour on the hour no matter where it is. But, there are also watches that now can thrill the ear with complete renditions of songs. 

This summer, a thoroughly obvious four-year-old showed me his new "Star Wars" watch. It played the movie's theme in its succession of "beeps, "chirps," and other squirts of noise. There is a watch advertised on T.V. that wants to make you up to its version of "Home on the Range." And, not to be outdone, the Japanese have a watch that plays the "Ode to Joy" from Beethoven's Ninth. What's next? Jazz improv on a digital watch? I don't mind the music that these watches play (though I do prefer the Cleveland Orchestra's version of the Ninth to Seiko's). It's only that the music can come at the worst of times.

Back to the poetry reading. One of the poets was reading a poem when from somewhere in the audience, a watch beeped. The beep stood out like an argyle sweater at CBGB. In a few moments another beep, then another, and another. This went on for two minutes until, in the back of the room one watch burst into full song. How embarrassing!

My desire is not to silence these portable orchestras but rather to synchronize them. If everyone with a singing watch was to set their timepiece according to one radio station, the beeps would be much less annoying. There might actually be something beautiful to a room full of watches beeping simultaneously. Beethoven's Ninth would still stand out, but what can be done about that?

Peter Liebert's kinetic sculpture, located in the sculpture garden in Cummings, was damaged by the wind. It is now being repaired.

THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

AIR-CONDITIONED

Student Union

Semester at Sea

Semester at Sea offers students a superior full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester course is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities.

More than 60 voyage-related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.

Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.

Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.

For a free brochure: write Semester at Sea, U.C.F. University of Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 831-0195 (in California call (714) 776-6530).

Schubert's Lieder Challenging

by Eric F. Jacobson

The German Department and the German Society of Connecticut presented this past Sunday, February 11, a presentation of "Die Schone Mullerin" by Franz Schubert. Howard Tushman, tenor, of Fredric J. Vinick, piano, of Waterford, CT. were the performers. "Die Schone Mullerin" is a most ambitious work for someone with little concert experience as Mr. Tushman demonstrated. "Die Schone Mullerin" is a cycle of twenty songs that remains a challenge to today's finer Lieder singers. Unfortunately, Mr. Tushman was unable to hold the audience's attention throughout the performance.

His presentation lacked conviction, stage presence, pitch and sometimes good diction. Tushman kept his hand on the piano throughout; which was generally praiseful to see.

Freddie J. Vinick, a chemist at Pfizer, gave the singer strong support. Although some of the "tempi" and "ritardandi" were questionable, he didn't overshadow Tushman. This was difficult, since Tushman sang at rehearsal volume in the large Dana Hall. I do not wish to discourage such performances, but rather to emphasize the importance of choosing music that is a tone's level. Less difficult works performed well would be welcome.

Peter Liebert's kinetic sculpture, located in the sculpture garden in Cummings, was damaged by the wind. It is now being repaired.

WINE-MORE CELLAR

with live entertainment

IMPORTED

wines and beers

coffees and teas

Specializing in homemade soups

FREE GLASS OF WINE

with lunch or dinner

Walk into another world...

of charm and distinction

WINE-MORE CELLAR

Tues.-Wed. 11-10
Thurs.-Sat. 11-11
Sun. Champagne Brunch 11-3
Closed Mondays

33 Golden St. New London, CT 444-1477

FREE GLASS OF WINE

with lunch or dinner

WINE-MORE CELLAR

WINE-MORE CELLAR

WINE-MORE CELLAR
SATURDAY & SUNDAY ONLY!
FEBRUARY 26th & FEBRUARY 27th

PUBLIC LIQUIDATION NOTICE

SATURDAY 11AM TO 9PM • SUNDAY 11AM TO 6PM
AT THE
QUALITY INN • GROTON, CT.

ALL BRAND NEW 1982 MODELS
FACTORY SEALED with FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY

TOP BRANDS!

SAVE UP TO
50% AND MORE!

LOW - LOW - LOW PRICES
TWO DAYS ONLY

HOME STEREO SPECIALS
MORE ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION

RECEIVERS STARTING AT
Pioneer pre quality stereo- Plus Technics, Marantz, Akai and Sansui at low low prices
$189

TAPE DECKS Tape decks with Dolby and instant tape capability- Pioneer, Akai, Technics. Technics and Sansui at extreme low price
$139

TURNTABLES STARTING AT
Also belt drive with marvelous sound separation- Pioneer, Pioneer A, Sony at rock bottom prices
$79

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
Two band control equalizer with professional rock handle- Plus Technics, Sansui, Sony or Technics at rock bottom prices
$89

CAR STEREO
IN-DASH AM/FM WITH CASSETTE DECK
NOW
START AT...
$465

NOW
$48

NOW
$68

PERSONAL ITEMS
PORTABLE AM/FM CASSETTE RADIO
STARTING AT
$89

SAVE ON A SYSTEM
SYSTEM PRICES START AT...
$465

SORRY, NO DEALERS
SMB DISTRIBUTORS • 59 E. 74th ST., NY, NY

CASH & CARRY
APPROVED CHECKS ACCEPTED

CAN'T MAKE IT TO THE SHOW?
FEEL FREE TO DROP US A LINE OR CALL
(212) 472-0708
FOR FREE INFORMATION FROM OUR MAIL ORDER DIVISION.
WE WILL SAVE YOU HUNDREDS

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- A pair of our famous Pioneer Component Speakers
- Receiver and a Turntable
- Package includes a Tape Deck if you wish.

SORRY, NO DEALERS
SMB DISTRIBUTORS • 59 E. 74th ST., NY, NY

CASH & CARRY
APPROVED CHECKS ACCEPTED
Dorm Basketball

STANDINGS
(as of Feb. 13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith - off-campus</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison</td>
<td>4-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burdick-Lambdin-Larrabee</td>
<td>3-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park</td>
<td>2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant-Branford-Wright</td>
<td>2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windham</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harkness-K.B.</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.A.-Freeman-Hamilton</td>
<td>0-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intramural B-ball

Underway

by John McCarthy

The Mess "A" Intramural Basketball season is well underway, with two teams (Smith-offcampus, 5-6, and Morrison, 4-0) fighting it out for first place. Burdick-Lambdin-Larrabee is in sole possession of second place with a record of 3-2.

Women's basketball loses 64-55

by J.P. Nahill

A talented Western Connecticut State women's basketball team was able to out-rebound and fast-break the Conn women hoopers, 64-55.

Conn stepped onto the court appearing quite intimidated by a team that had beaten the Trinity powerhouse earlier this season.

WestConn scored 12 unanswered points and pulled down 6 rebounds within the first few minutes. Conn had to do something immediately. Assistant Coach Hill called a time-out to organize his offense and defense, and Conn came back scoring.

Power forward Becky Curver, at 6 feet 2 inches, captured an inside shot off an offensive rebound for the first two points. Freshman center Laura Brunner, who had shooting problems earlier, began to hit the mark. Combining with Carver and guard M.J. Ranabib, Brunner paced Conn back to within two points, 31-29, at the half.

When Laura Brunner fouled out with four minutes left in the game, Coach Hill looked to his unimpeachable starting center Steve LaMarche to steady his ship and had to be carried off the floor. With the first and second line centers out, the rest of the game looked pretty bleak.

WestConn again utilized their explosive offense, taking the game over, 64-55, and putting Conn to the seven-point lead.

Conn Falls To Iona

by J.P. Nahill

Conn College men's hockey team fell victim to the aggressive checking and accurate passing of number-one-ranked Iona, 5-2.

In the first period, Conn came out skating evenly with Iona, outshooting the visitors 10-3. But the loss of top scorer Greg Donovan, benched in a fight during the previous game, left Conn's scoring punch severely impaired.

Iona, meanwhile, was setting up plays and out-muscling Conn in front of the crease. By the end of the first period, the Icecemen were able to beat home goalie Bill Charboneau twice.

Just as the Camels were finally able to penetrate Iona's defense, starting center Steve LaMarche injured his ankle and had to be carried off the ice. With the first and second line centers out, the rest of the game looked pretty bleak.

In the second period, fresh-
man Tom Scala and senior Nigel Bently took control of the offense. Unfortunately, Iona's goalmaker, Steve Krich- bew, ranked No. 1 in New England Division III, was able to shut their down, despite two breakaways and 11 shots.

Iona increased its lead to 4- 0 when Larry McGee broke through Conn's defense on a breakaway and blistered a shot past Charboneau.

In the third period senior Nigel Bently, with the help of Paul Marks and defenseman Gary Talanian, was able to thread two goals past Iona. In probably the most contro-versial play of the game, Marks slipped a shot that landed in between Keitshaw's pads, and it looked as though Keitshaw was in the net. But the call went the other way, and Iona wrapped up the game with their fifth goal late in the period.

Final score: Iona 5, Conn, 2.
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Advance without an advanced degree

College graduates. If you are work-
ing in-or looking for-a job, why not consider a career?

• In 4 months, we prepare you for careers in law, management, finance.
• Our 7 intensive courses are unique and recognized for high academic quality.
• Our students get jobs. Over 5500 graduates hold positions in law firms, banks, corporations in over 110 cities.
• We provide a substantial tuition refund if we cannot secure a job for you in the city of your choice.
• The Institute for Paralegal Training now offers programs in Houston and Philadelphia.

OCEAN PIZZA PALACE

88 Ocean Ave 443-0870

Featuring:
American, Italian and Greek Cuisine
Mousaka - Souvlaki Dinner - Eggplant Parmesan
All Kinds of Pizzas and Subs
EVERY 4 PIZZAS WE GIVE 1 FREE
-Serving Beer and Wine-

THE INSTITUTE FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING

1920 Arch Street Philadelphia, Pa
(215) 967-4811
Approved by the American Bar Association

Operated by the Center for Legal Studies, Philadelphia, PA